Polythiophene and its derivatives have been extensively utilized in various organic electronic devices including solar cells[@b1][@b2], field-effect transistors[@b3] and light-emitting diodes[@b4]. Structurally, the prototypical regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (rr-P3HT) usually forms two dimensional lamellae structures as a result of close interchain packing interaction[@b5]. Upon going from isolated polymer chains to closely packed bulk states, the optical and electronic properties alter significantly due to electronic interaction between polymer chains. The highly ordered interchain packing not only favors long-range delocalization of excited state wave functions, but also can efficiently funnel the energy down to low energy sites where polymer chains have long conjugation, making the emission dominated by the local energetic minima. Undoubtedly, the nature and character of excited states in the presence of interchain interactions highly affects important photophysical properties of conjugated polymers (CPs). Empirically, the interchain electronic interaction leads to a dramatic decrease in fluorescence efficiency that strongly limits the application of CPs as emissive materials such as in light emitting diodes[@b4]. The delocalization, dissociation, and recombination of excited states due to interchain interaction are also of keen interest in bulk heterojunction solar cells. Hence a fundamental understanding about the properties of excited states is of vital importance in realizing desired function and performance in a number of applications for CPs.

Many research efforts have been dedicated to account for the dramatic decrease in fluorescence quantum yield (QY) of P3HT in the presence of interchain interaction. A weakly-interacting H-aggregate model, in which the 0-0 transition from the first excited state to the ground state is symmetry forbidden, has been developed by Spano *et al*.[@b6] Singlet-triplet exciton annihilation[@b7], polarons, and polaron pairs[@b8][@b9][@b10] have also been demonstrated to be partially responsible for the loss of fluorescence. Moreover, Silva et al. reported a significant charge-transfer (CT) character of excitons through delayed photoluminescence spectroscopy and quantum-chemical calculations[@b11]. Recently, Scheblykin et al reported a branching between the formation of emissive excitons and dark states that exist as either static or ultrafast deactivation processes[@b12]. Despite these research findings, the real nature and character of excited states of P3HT due to the interchain interaction is still not fully appreciated. The problem mainly arises from the inherent structural heterogeneity in commonly investigated bulk films, where various interchain and intrachain morphologies coexist, and a relatively limited number of physical parameters exist in films to tune. Hence, a novel material system is imperative for elucidating the in-depth excited state photophysics and therefore providing potential channels for tuning properties and functions of CPs.

Molecular aggregates suspended in solution have been demonstrated as an excellent model in interrogating the structure-property relations of CPs due to relatively simplified morphological heterogeneity compared to the bulk[@b13][@b14][@b15][@b16][@b17][@b18]. More importantly, this unique material system offers an opportunity in probing the fundamental characteristics of excited states by altering the solvent dielectric constant (*ɛ*). In our previous work, the idea about the excitonic and CT characters in excited states were tentatively discussed by comparing the fluorescence quantum yield of polythiophene aggregates in only two solvent mixtures[@b13]. However, a systematic study (i.e., a broad range of dielectric rather than two data points at two extremes of dielectric) to probe the nature and character of excited states (i.e., theoretical calculation and formation mechanism) is lacking. In present work, P3HT aggregates with film-like absorption/emission spectra are fabricated using a triblock copolymer of P3HT-b-poly(tert-butylacrylate)-b-P3HT (P3HT-b-PtBA-b-P3HT) ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) in a series of organic solvent mixtures with different dielectric constant *ɛ* (i.e., from polar to non-polar) to quantitatively examine the effect of *ɛ* on the excited state. The excitonic and CT characters of excited states of the aggregates are envisioned based on experimental result of fluorescence QY as a function of solvent *ɛ* and then interrogated with quantum-classical atomistic simulations. Furthermore, a fluorescence lifetime experiment illustrates a branching formation mechanism of the CT-type and exciton-type states.

Results
=======

Mimic P3HT film spectra in solvent mixtures
-------------------------------------------

[Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} displays typical absorption and fluorescence spectra of a molecular solution and a bulk film of rr-P3HT homopolymer (number average molecular weight (*M*~n~) = 10 kDa; dispersity (*Ð*) = 1.2) spin cast from toluene solution. As shown, the solution has a broad absorption band peaked at 450 nm. The absorption spectrum of bulk film exhibits a red shift with an absorption maximum at 560 nm and pronounced vibronic structures at 525 and 610 nm, which are attributed to increased planarity of P3HT backbones and coupling between C=C stretching and electronic transition[@b19]. With respect to fluorescence, a strong red shift is also observed for the P3HT film relative to the molecular solution due to enhanced polymer backbone planarity and efficient energy migration to low energy sites. There is also a dramatic decrease in the fluorescence QY of bulk film relative to the molecular solution, which has been ascribed to aforementioned phenomena. To mimic the spectral characteristics of bulk P3HT films, molecular aggregates suspended in solution have proven to be a simplified and effective model. It has been demonstrated previously that in solution, aggregation of P3HT can be initiated by adding a poor solvent for P3HT such as methanol into molecular solutions in a good solvent such as toluene or by lowering the temperature[@b13][@b14][@b15][@b16][@b17][@b18]. As a further step of our previous investigation of using the triblock copolymer P3HT-b-PtBA-b-P3HT in solution to mimic the P3HT bulk film properties[@b13], herein, the aggregation of P3HT was accomplished in solvent mixtures of toluene and a series of poor solvents. Compared to P3HT hompolymer, the close proximity between two P3HT segments in one single triblock molecule promotes better aggregation of P3HT in poor solvents ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, the triblock offers stable aggregates that remain suspended in solution for long periods of time[@b13]. Investigating molecular aggregates in solution allows the electronic states due to interchain interaction to be probed as a function of solvent dielectric. The poor solvents range from highly polar acetonitrile and methanol to relatively nonpolar 1,4-dioxane and hexane, and are listed in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} with their dielectric constants and usage in preparing aggregates.

Aggregation behavior of triblock in solvent mixtures
----------------------------------------------------

When triblock molecules are transferred from toluene to toluene/poor solvent media, one question arises as to whether triblock chains collapse individually (i.e., single polymer chain aggregate) or pack together to form aggregates (i.e., aggregates composed of multiple polymer chains). Typically this question can be simply addressed by examining the absorption and emission spectra of P3HT. However, the triblock copolymer P3HT-b-PtBA-b-P3HT in present work has two P3HT segments, therefore one still cannot determine if the aggregate-like spectra (both for absorption and emission) are from collapsed single triblock molecules or 'big\' aggregates of multiple triblock molecules. To answer this question, we applied fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) to examine the variation in number of emitters upon going from toluene to toluene/poor solvent mixture. The mean number of emitters in the FCS observation volume can be obtained from the correlation function amplitude of FCS curves, which can be extracted from fitting the curves using correlation function equation (see [Supplementary Fig. 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for examples of fits)[@b20]. However, it should be noted that FCS analysis is susceptible to background fluorescence (e.g., detector dark counts, impure solvent, scattered light, etc.)[@b21][@b22]. The uncorrelated background signal lowers correlation function amplitude and hence leads to the concentration of emitters being overestimated. This effect becomes dramatic when fluorescence intensity is not significantly above the background signal, such as the case of the triblock in polar solvent media in this study. In the presence of such background, the measured correlation function amplitude should be corrected by a factor of \<F~(t)~\>^2^/\[\<F~(t)~\>−\<F~BG~\>\]^2^, where \<F~(t)~\> and \<F~BG~\> are the time-averaged total fluorescence signal and background signal, respectively ([Supplementary Note 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Fig. 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"})[@b22]. Furthermore, it should be noted that FCS measurement is based on the statistical analysis of fluorescence intensity fluctuation and is not affected by the fluorescence intensity (i.e., quantum yield) of different samples as long as the emitters can be detected in FCS.

[Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} displays FCS curves for triblock in toluene and toluene/methanol (50/50 vol.%) mixture at different concentrations with the number of emitters obtained after background correction. As can be seen, for the triblock in toluene, the measured number of molecules approximately scales up as expected with concentration. Although the correlation function amplitude of 2 nM triblock in toluene/methanol (50/50 vol.%) seems overlapped with that of 2 nM triblock toluene molecular solution, after background correction the real number of emitters of the former drops ∼ 6 times relative to the latter. As shown in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, with same initial triblock concentrations, when going from toluene to toluene/methanol, the number of emitters approximately drops 5--10 times. This result reveals that triblock forms aggregates of ∼ 5--10 triblock molecules in the toluene/methanol solvent mixture. In addition, we have tested different excitation powers in the FCS measurement and did not find detectable variation in the number of emitters, indicating that there is no highly heterogeneous distribution of fluorescence efficiency of the aggregates. Similar to the triblock in toluene/methanol, aggregation behavior of ∼ 5--10 polymer chains has also been observed for triblock in other solvent mixtures such as toluene/hexane ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These data imply that there is no obvious variation in the number of aggregates in different solvent mixtures. Furthermore, the small detection volume in FCS experiment limits the number of emitters observed to be only a few statistically especially for low concentration samples. We observe in FCS experiments that the mean photon count rates (i.e., intensity) of triblock aggregates in toluene/methanol is about 10 times less than that of aggregates in toluene/hexane, suggesting that statistically individual aggregates in toluene/methanol are approximately ∼ 10 times less bright than those in toluene/hexane. This observation corresponds with bulk sample data that the aggregates exhibit a low fluorescence QY of ∼ 2% in toluene/methanol and QY of up to ∼ 30% in toluene/hexane (see data hereinafter). Based on these above results, we do not think there are a significant number of non-emissive aggregates for triblock in bad solvents even for toluene/methanol mixture.

In addition, the fitting results ([Supplementary Fig. 4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) for FCS curves in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} showed that the diffusion time (*τ*~D~) of triblock in solvent mixture is about 3 times longer in general (i.e., diffusion coefficient (*D*) is about 3 times smaller) relative to triblock in toluene. This data suggests larger hydrodynamic radii and hence more aggregation of triblock in solvent mixture than in toluene. It also implies that the drop in the number of emitters observed above ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) for triblock from good solvent toluene to poor solvent mixtures is not due to the generation of non-emissive triblock single molecules (i.e., single chains merely collapse and don\'t aggregate). Otherwise, the diffusion time measured in the FCS experiment would be the same (or even faster as the hydrodynamic radius of the collapsed triblock would be smaller). Furthermore, our recent coarse-grained simulation did reveal the formation of cylindrical-shaped triblock aggregates[@b23]. Collectively, our data clearly reveals that the film-like spectral features observed for the triblock in toluene/poor solvent mixtures arises from aggregates comprising several triblock molecules rather than collapsed individual triblock chains with two P3HT ends packed together.

Absorption and fluorescence spectra
-----------------------------------

Similar to what we observed previously, with increasing amount of poor solvent in toluene/poor solvent mixtures, red shifted spectra with an emergence and gradual intensity increase of vibronic structures at 560 and 610 nm due to interchain interaction were observed[@b24]. Eventually, the spectral change saturates at a certain volume ratio of toluene/poor solvent ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}) at which point there is a maximum fraction of aggregates contributing to the absorption spectrum. The final absorption spectra of triblock in different solvent mixtures are shown in [Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"} with volume percentage of poor solvents in the parentheses. The triblock absorption spectra in the solvent mixtures, however, contain contributions from both aggregated and molecular triblock chains[@b13][@b14]. To extract pure spectra of aggregates, the molecular solution spectrum of triblock in toluene was scaled to the low wavelength shoulder of the spectra in solvent mixtures first and then was subtracted[@b14]. The extracted spectra of aggregates in different solvent media, as shown in [Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, are similar with slight differences in the relative intensity of vibronic transitions. A close examination reveals that the 0-0 electronic transition gradually increases with decreasing dielectric constant from toluene/acetonitrile to toluene/t-butanol, while it is similar for all of the low dielectric solvent mixtures except for toluene/dioxane. Within the framework of weak interchain coupling in the H-aggregate model, the interchain excitonic coupling (*J*~0~) can be estimated from the ratio of peak absorbance of *A*~0-0~ and *A*~0-1~, for which increased ratio implies reduced interchain coupling ([Supplementary Fig. 5](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"})[@b25]. For excitonic coupling, the screening factor by solvent medium is a function of optical dielectric constant (*ɛ*~opt~), which is equivalent to the square of refraction index (*n*)[@b26][@b27]. Since the *n* values of the solvent mixtures studied herein are very close, i.e., in the range of 1.37--1.45, the change in interchain coupling caused by the variation of solvents is anticipated to be small. We believe that the slight difference in interchain excitonic coupling for the aggregates studied in different solvent mixtures is mostly due to a subtle change in packing morphology of polymer chains. In addition, the well dissolved side-chains in nonpolar solvent environments would also be expected to reduce torsional disorder of P3HT backbone, therefore benefitting long conjugation length and high ordering along P3HT chain. The increased intrachain order, in turn, can also lead to a decrease in interchain excitonic coupling[@b28][@b29][@b30][@b31].

[Figure 5a](#f5){ref-type="fig"} shows fluorescence spectra of triblock aggregates in solvent mixtures under excitation at 560 nm, at which only aggregated P3HT can be excited. These spectra exhibit bulk film-like spectral profile but with slight variation in vibronic structure. As the poor solvent evolves from acetonitrile to t-butanol, the intensity of 0-0 transition gradually increases relative to the 0-1 transition. However, from 1,2-dimethoxyethane to hexane, the *I*~0-0~/*I*~0-1~ ratio generally drops without correlation with the *A*~0-0~/*A*~0-1~ ratio (i.e., the coupling strength in [Supplementary Fig. 5](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For aggregates showing high *A*~0-0~/*A*~0-1~ratio, a high *I*~0-0~/*I*~0-1~ ratio would also be expected according to the weakly coupled H-aggregate model or even the HJ aggregate model[@b6][@b28]. However, in these models, the 0-0 emission intensity is highly susceptible to energetic disorder[@b11][@b28]. In addition, the emission spectral profile is also strongly affected by ultrafast vibrational relaxation (i.e., torsional planarization along P3HT backbone) and energy migration upon photoexcitation[@b11][@b32]. These factors lead to the analysis concerning electronic coupling based on vibronic structures of emission to be relatively less informative and complicated than based on absorption characteristics.

Fluorescence quantum yield
--------------------------

While the fluorescence spectra of the aggregates show only slight variation in different solvent mixtures, the fluorescence QY of the aggregates exhibits large variations. In particular, there is a systematic variation in the yield for emission as a function of the dielectric constant *ɛ* of the solvent. Since the polymers are in a solvent mixture, the dielectric is taken as the volume fraction weighted average of the dielectrics of the individual pure solvents. [Figure 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"} shows the fluorescence QY as a function of dielectric. In the solvent mixtures with *ɛ* above ∼ 3 (i.e., from the mixture of toluene/acetonitrile (*ɛ*=19.94) to toluene/dimethoxyethane (*ɛ*=6.72) and toluene/ethoxyethanol (*ɛ*=3.84)), the fluorescence QY of triblock aggregates remains low in the range of 2--5%. This is similar to the value typically observed for the QY of bulk P3HT films. In contrast, when *ɛ* is below 3 (i.e., for toluene/hexane, toluene/1,4-dioxane, and toluene/dibutylether) the QY increases dramatically up to values in the range of ∼ 20--30%. This is nearly an order of magnitude higher than that of the aggregates in the high dielectric solvents, and close to typical QY of 30--40% of P3HT molecular solution[@b8][@b13][@b33].

A close interchain packing and efficient π electron overlap generally would allow for the formation of CT-type states in conjugated polymers[@b34][@b35]. The existence of CT-type states has been suggested in films for the prototypical conjugated polymer polythiophene[@b19][@b36][@b37][@b38]. Since the oscillator strength of CT-type states is generally small as a result of limited overlap between electron and hole wave functions, the electronic transition of CT excitons is hardly detected in typical absorption and emission spectra. Due to the larger dipole moment of CT states relative to the exciton-type states, its energies respond more sensitively to changes in dielectric, that is, the relative energies of CT-type and exciton-type states depend on the solvent dielectric. Considering the fluorescence is dominated by the lowest energy excited state (Kasha\'s rule), the possible dielectric-induced crossing of CT-type and exciton-type states would result in a precipitous change in fluorescence QY. As described above, when the solvent dielectric is changed from *ɛ* ≥ 4 to *ɛ* ≤ 3, the triblock aggregates exhibit a steep change in fluorescence QY. We think that these observations signify the existence of CT character and exciton character in the aggregate excited state. In the solvent mixtures with high *ɛ*, the poorly emissive CT-type states are energetically stabilized and the lowest energy states would be primarily those with CT character and low emission yield. In contrast, in the solvent mixtures with low *ɛ*, CT-type states are raised in energy relative to their highly emissive exciton-type counter parts, therefore leading to high fluorescence QY. For bulk P3HT films, it has been estimated that ɛ lies in the range of 3.0--7.0 (refs [@b39], [@b40], [@b41], [@b42], [@b43]), which locates the bulk film in the relatively high ɛ range. Therefore, the low fluorescence QY in P3HT films should be at least partially attributed to nonradiative CT-type states. Such states in bulk film have been probed by Paquin et al. using time-resolved spectroscopy and quantum-chemical calculations. The authors found that the CT-type states mostly occur at the interface between ordered and disordered domains, driven possibly by energetic disorder[@b11][@b36].

Besides the effect of solvent dielectric, variations in intermolecular packing structure in different solvent mixtures might also modify the exciton and CT character for stacked chromophores. Several recent theoretical works have indicated the CT character in excited state is strongly affected by the longitudinal and lateral displacement between adjacent stacked chromophores[@b37][@b44][@b45]. According to Spano\'s calculations on stacked oligothiophenes[@b37], the lateral or longitudinal translations between the chains would change the coupling between CT and Frenkel excitons, which would lead to variation in the character of aggregate, i.e., H- and J-aggregate. As can be seen from the absorption and emission spectra of triblock aggregates in solvent mixtures ([Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 5a](#f5){ref-type="fig"}), there is only slight change in the vibronic structure between each other, which might be due to slight difference in packing structure. However, we did not observe significant or gradual changes in electronic transition energy and vibronic structure for the spectra of triblock aggregates in different solvent mixtures. Therefore, we think that the influence on excited state characters by a possible translational shift between adjacent P3HT chains (resulting from different solvent mixtures) is probably insignificant in present case.

Fluorescence lifetime
---------------------

The fluorescence lifetime for the triblock in pure toluene, which is ∼ 570 ps, similar to the lifetime of typical polyalkylthiophenes in solution[@b8][@b17][@b33][@b46]. To obtain a further understanding about the CT and excitonic character in the excited states of aggregates, we carried out fluorescence lifetime measurement for triblock aggregates in different solvent mixtures. [Figure 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"} presents the fluorescence decay profiles of aggregates in high and low dielectric solvent mixtures (i.e., toluene/methanol and toluene/hexane as a representative, respectively). As shown, the emission decays of aggregates in both solvent mixtures are approximately overlapped with an average decay time of ∼ 700 ps, similar to literature results[@b9][@b46].

The proximity of the lifetime of the emissive excitonic state of the triblock in both polar and nonpolar solvents is somewhat unexpected, since a much shorter lifetime would be expected for the aggregates with such low fluorescence QY in high dielectric media. Considering that the triblock aggregates in different solvent mixtures have a similar value of absorption cross-section, the radiative decay rates of the aggregates should be fairly similar. These two observations indicate that the CT-type state as a nonradiative deexcitation channel in high dielectric environment forms not via the exciton-type state. Scheblykin et al recently proposed a branching formation scheme of the emissive exciton-type states and the dark states[@b12]. The latter could be a result of either ultrafast deactivation or static quenching, although the unresolved ultrafast quenching might appear as static quenching. We think that there exists a branching between the generation of exciton-type and CT-type states (i.e., dark states). On one hand, upon photoexcitation, the primary excitation species in conjugated polymers is vibrationally 'hot\' singlet exciton, as documented by ultrafast spectroscopic studies[@b47][@b48][@b49]. These 'hot\' excitons can relax rapidly through geometrical relaxation (mostly torsional relaxation) to form low energy sites such as relaxed excitonic state, CT state[@b36][@b50], or polaron pairs and polarons[@b8][@b10][@b48]. In this scenario, the branching fraction of exciton-type state strongly relies on the relative energies of CT-type and exciton-type states, which, in turn, are dominated by the solvent dielectric property in our case. On the other hand, for the static quenching scheme[@b12][@b51], it might also be possible that the CT-states result from so far unknown complexes. And, herein, the formation yield of these complexes or CT-states might have a dependence on solvent dielectric.

Nonetheless, the observation of 'direct\' generation of CT-type states in triblock aggregates substantiates previous studies about the generation of photoexcitations in bulk P3HT state. The branching between polaron-pairs (or polarons) and exciton has also been reported via transient absorption spectroscopy for P3HT films[@b8][@b48], where long range photoexcitation delocalization, material morphology and resultant disordered energetic landscape would work cooperatively in transferring CT-type state into polaron-pairs or polarons.

Quantum-classical atomistic simulations
---------------------------------------

To evaluate the validity of a screening-induced stabilization of low-lying CT-type states, we have carried out a series of hybrid quantum-classical atomistic simulations of two pi-stacked thiophene 30-mers embedded in a tunable dielectric environment. The approximation made here, of a single constant dielectric constant equal to that of the solvent, is equivalent to, first, assuming that charges on the polymers are screened as well as they would be in the bulk solvent and, second, to assuming that the solvation effect is correctly treated as a featureless dielectric continuum. Of course, neither of these can be quite right, since the polymer electronic structure will change when charges are present, so that a dielectric constant is simplistic, and the solvent is a molecular material whose granularity is relevant at the small length scales present here. However, the general trends one sees in a continuum dielectric screening model should be of the same form as one would see if these aspects were treated more accurately. On the other hand, the fact that the polymer is itself composed of groups that are associated with low dielectric constant materials does not imply that the screening of charges should be poor[@b52][@b53]. The dielectric screening is not a property of the nearby material alone, but involves non-local effects associated with the fact that a high dielectric material largely surrounds the charges at larger distances. Hence, as has been seen in other contexts[@b54], unless the charges are well buried (∼ \> 1 nm) in a non-polar environment that is secluded from the solvent, the apparent charge-charge interaction can still be quite effectively screened by the surrounding solvent. Specifically the system was modeled following the QCFF/PI method of Warshel and Karplus[@b55] in which the molecular system is partitioned into two subsystems, one containing explicit quantum mechanical detail and the other in which such details are accounted for implicitly. In our case the quantum subsystem contains only the pi-electrons which are described using a semi-empirical Pariser-Parr-Pople (PPP) Hamiltonian[@b56][@b57][@b58] and all remaining degrees of freedom (nuclear as well as the core and sigma electrons) belong to the classical subsystem which is modeled as a positively charged nuclear scaffold that evolves via a molecular mechanics force field. This simulation methodology has recently been applied to a variety of similar systems[@b59][@b60][@b61][@b62][@b63]. Further details of the model can be found in the [Supplementary Method 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Table 1 and 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Calculations are carried out on an ensemble of 2000 individual configurations harvested from an equilibrium ground state ensemble at T = 298 K. A single calculation consists of a ground state electronic structure calculation followed by the computation of the excited state energy levels via configuration interaction with single excitations (CIS). The Coulombic interactions in the system Hamiltonian are screened through the presence of a uniform dielectric, the value of which is tuned to mimic the effect of different solvent environments. The output of the CIS calculation allows for the straightforward evaluation of the spatial distribution of the excited electron and hole wave functions, which we use to characterize individual excited states as being either exciton-type or CT-type. Specifically we compute *δq*^(1)^, the excess charge due to excitation (in units of electronic charge, *e*) on one of the two molecules. In terms of this excess charge there are two distinct populations of the excited states, those for which \|*δq*^(1)^\| ≈ 1 and those for which \|*δq*^(1)^\| ≈ 0. We characterize states belonging to the former population as CT-type states. Similarly, we characterize exciton-type as those with as those with \|*δq*^(1)^\| = 0 and, in order to exclude polaron-type states, with an electron-hole separation of less than 3.5 Å. A more detailed description of our characterization of excited states is available in [Supplementary Note 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Fig. 6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. For individual ground state configurations the low-lying manifold of excited states generally contains a mixture of light-emitting bound exciton states, poorly emitting polaron-type states, and non light-emitting CT states. Since the energy of polar states are more sensitive to changes in dielectric than nonpolar states, the energetic distribution of excited states depends on dielectric constant. [Figure 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"} shows the effect of dielectric constant on the relative energies of the lowest ten excited states, along with the associated dielectric-induced stabilization of the CT state, for a single ground state configuration. The panels on the left and right contain atomistic renderings of the excited state wave functions at the indicated value of the dielectric constant. The energy of CT states, i.e., those with excess molecular charge \|*δq*^(1)^\| ≈ 1, are more sensitive to changes in dielectric than for bound states, i.e., those with \|*δq*^(1)^\| ≈ 0. Among the exciton bound states (colored red in [Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}), those that exhibit intermediate sensitivity to ɛ are more polaronic in character.

For each value of *ɛ* considered, we identified the energies *E*~ex~ and *E*~CT~, the lowest energy excited state with exciton or CT character respectively. [Figure 8a](#f8){ref-type="fig"} shows the average value of *E*~ex~ and *E*~CT~ plotted as a function of *ɛ*, and [Fig. 8b](#f8){ref-type="fig"} presents the average value of Δ*E* = *E*~CT~ − *E*~ex~ versus 1/*ɛ* illustrating the crossover in the identity of the lowest energy excited state. We observe that for *ɛ*\<∼2.2 the lowest energy excited state is exciton-type while for *ɛ*\>∼2.2 the lowest energy excited state is CT-type. The inferred luminescent consequence of this crossover supports our experimental observation that the fluorescence QY of triblock is much higher in solvent media with low *ɛ*(\<∼3) than in media with high *ɛ*(\>∼3) ([Fig. 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"} and inset). The effect of thermal fluctuations on Δ*E* for members of the equilibrium ensemble can be seen in [Fig. 8b](#f8){ref-type="fig"} inset. The quantitative details of these simulation results, for example the value of *ɛ* at which *E*~ex~ and *E*~CT~ cross, depend sensitively on model parameters as well as how exactly solvent-induced screening is implemented within the model (see [Supplementary Note 3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Fig. 7](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Indeed a more rigorous (and much more computationally intensive) set of calculations would be carried out over an ensemble of relaxed excited-state configurations (rather than ground state) and in the presence of explicit solvent (rather than a uniform dielectric). Nonetheless we expect the qualitative conclusion, that CT-type states can be preferentially stabilized through an enhanced sensitivity to changes in the dielectric screening, will apply generally to this class of systems.

Discussion
==========

The rr-P3HT film-like spectra of absorption and emission are duplicated with aggregates of a triblock copolymer P3HT-b-PtBA-b-P3HT in a series of solvent mixtures with different dielectric property. The triblock aggregates exhibit a sharp change in fluorescence quantum yield as a function of the dielectric constant *ɛ* of the solvent mixture, i.e., from 2--5% in solvent mixtures with *ɛ*\>∼3 to 20--30% in solvent mixtures with *ɛ*\<∼3. The experimental result combined with quantum chemical calculations suggests there is a crossover in the energies of CT-type state and exciton-type state as a function of *ɛ*. In low dielectric media the lowest energy excited state is exciton-type. However, in high dielectric media the lowest energy excited state is CT-type, which strongly attenuates the emission efficiency of triblock aggregates. Moreover, the observation of similar fluorescence lifetime of emissive excitons for triblock aggregates in different dielectric solvent media indicates there is a branching between the generation of exciton-type state and CT-type state. That is, the CT-type state exists as a competing channel of the formation of exciton-type state. Our experimental and theoretical results provide a fundamental basis in understanding the basic characteristics of excited states in conjugated polymers. In addition, the discovery of strong dielectric dependence of fluorescence emission efficiency is of practical value for application of conjugated polymers as emissive materials such as in organic light emitting diodes.

Methods
=======

Materials
---------

Triblock copolymer P3HT-b-PtBA-b-P3HT was synthesized following the Cu-catalyzed coupling of ethynyl-terminated P3HT with α-diazido-PtBA using a modified, previously reported procedure. A detailed description can be found in our previous report[@b13]. Pure triblock copolymer was obtained by gel permeation chromatography (GPC, Viscotek, GPCmax VE-2001). The GPC fractionated triblock copolymer has a number average molecular weight (*M*~n~) of 45 kDa and dispersity (*Ð*) of 1.1. The *M*~n~ of P3HT blocks on each side and the PtBA linker is 10 and 25 kDa, respectively. The reference rr-P3HT homopolymer was synthesized using the GRIM method[@b64]. All the chemical solvents were from Sigma Aldrich or Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. and used without further purification.

Sample preparation and optical characterization
-----------------------------------------------

The reference rr-P3HT homopolymer (*M*~n~ = 10 kDa, *Ð* = 1.2) film was spin-coated on a microscope cover glass from toluene solution. The triblock was fully dissolved in toluene first, and the poor solvent was added until there was no absorption spectral variation. The UV−vis absorption and fluorescence emission spectra were recorded with a monobeam UV spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies Inc.) and Fluorolog-3 (Jobin-Yvon) spectrofluorometer, respectively. The comparison of the fluorescence quantum yield for the triblock in different solvent media was conducted using the triblock in toluene/methanol as a reference, which was estimated to be ∼ 2% according to our previous study[@b13]. To only excite the molecular triblock aggregates in the solvent mixtures, we choose 560 nm as the excitation wavelength. Fluorescence lifetime measurement for the aggregates was taken at 720 nm with a 639 nm pulsed LED laser (Horiba Scientific) with a pulse duration \< 200 ps (instrument response function ∼ 300 ps) on the same spectrofluorometer. The instrument response function was obtained at 639 nm using Ludox suspension. Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy was performed on a laser confocal optical microscope (Zeiss Axiovert) with a 1.25 NA objective lens (Zeiss, Achrostigmat, 100 × , oil immersion) operating at 488 nm of an Ar ion laser[@b13][@b65][@b66]. The fluorescence signal was collected through the same objective, filtered with a 496 nm edge filter, and collected with two avalanche photodiode detectors (SPCM-AQR-15, Perkin Elmer) positioned orthogonally. The detector signals were then correlated by an ALV-5000 fast hardware correlation card to produce FCS correlation trace.
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![Chemical structure of the triblock copolymer.\
The triblock copolymer P3HT-b-PtBA-b-P3HT consisting of two P3HT chains covalently linked to both ends of a PtBA chain. The *M*~n~ of P3HT blocks on each side and the PtBA linker are 10 and 25 kDa, respectively. Hence, the values of n and m in the chemical structure are approximately 60 and 100, respectively.](ncomms9246-f1){#f1}

![Spectra of P3HT homopolymer.\
Normalized absorption (solid) and fluorescence (dashed) spectra of homopolymer P3HT (10 kDa) toluene solution (black) and bulk film (red). The fluorescence spectra were taken under excitation at the wavelength with maximum absorbance.](ncomms9246-f2){#f2}

![FCS correlation data.\
FCS correlation curves for triblock in toluene (solid lines) and toluene/methanol (dashed lines) at three same initial triblock concentrations. The inset presents the concentration and the number of emitters after background correction.](ncomms9246-f3){#f3}

![Absorption spectra.\
(**a**) Normalized absorption spectra of triblock in different mixtures of toluene and poor solvents (normalized to the maximum absorbance). The volume percent of poor solvent in each mixture are shown in parentheses. (**b**) Extracted absorption spectra of pure aggregates for each solvent mixture (normalized to the 0-1 transition peak). The absorption spectra of triblock molecular solution in toluene are included in (**a**) and (**b**) for comparison.](ncomms9246-f4){#f4}

![Fluorescence spectra and quantum yield.\
(**a**) Fluorescence spectra (normalized to the 0-1 transition peak) of the triblock in solvent mixtures of toluene and poor solvents under excitation at 560 nm. The volume percent of poor solvent in each mixture is shown in the parenthesis. (**b**) Fluorescence quantum yield (QY) of the triblock as a function of dielectric constant (*ɛ*) of the solvent mixtures. From left to right, the solvent mixture becomes more and more polar as listed in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}. The inset presents the plot of QY versus the reciprocal of dielectric constant. From left to right, the solvent mixture becomes more and more nonpolar. The error bars in (**b**) and inset depict the standard deviations of the fluorescence QY.](ncomms9246-f5){#f5}

![Fluorescence lifetime.\
Fluorescence decay dynamics at 720 nm of P3HT triblock in high dielectric (toluene/methanol=50/50 vol.%) and low dielectric (toluene/hexane=15/85 vol.%) solvent mixtures. The instrument response function (prompt) is obtained at 639 nm (excitation wavelength) using Ludox suspension.](ncomms9246-f6){#f6}

![Dielectric-induced stabilization of the charge transfer state.\
The graph (center) indicates the energy levels vs. dielectric constant of the ten lowest excited states, plotted relative to the lowest exciton-type state, for a single ground state configuration of the dimer system. Points are colored according to *δq*^(1)^, the excess charge on one molecule. The lowest energy CT-type and exciton-type states are plotted with solid points. The panels on the left and right contain atomistic renderings of the system at the indicated value of the dielectric constant. The spatial distribution of excess electron and hole represented with semi-transparent red and blue spheres.](ncomms9246-f7){#f7}

![Theoretical calculation of energy levels.\
(**a**) Simulation results of the dependence of *E*~ex~ (red) and *E*~CT~ (black) on dielectric constant. (**b**) The mean dependence of the Δ*E* = *E*~CT~ − *E*~ex~ on the reciprocal of dielectric constant. Error bars indicate uncertainty associated with finite sample size. Inset in (**b**) shows the equilibrium probability for a configuration to have a given value of Δ*E* at a specific dielectric constant.](ncomms9246-f8){#f8}

###### Organic solvents used in fabricating triblock copolymer aggregates.

  **Solvent**           ***ɛ*** **(pure solvent)**    **Volume ratio (toluene/poor)**  ***ɛ*** **(mixture of toluene/poor)**
  --------------------- ---------------------------- --------------------------------- ---------------------------------------
  Acetonitrile          37.5                                       50/50               19.9
  Methanol              32.7                                       50/50               17.5
  Ethanol               24.5                                       50/50               13.4
  2-propanol            20.2                                       50/50               11.3
  tert-butanol          12.5                                       40/60               8.5
  1,2-dimethoxyethane   7.2                                        10/90               6.7
  Ethoxyethanol         5.3                                        50/50               3.8
  Dibutylether          3.1                                        1/99                3.1
  1,4-dioxane           2.2                                        10/90               2.2
  Hexane                1.9                                        15/85               2.0
  Toluene               2.4                                         ---                ---

The dielectric constant ɛ of pure solvent, the volume ratio (toluene/poor) in making aggregates, and the dielectric of mixed solvents (a volume fraction weighted sum of dielectric constants of pure solvents) are listed.
